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Outgoing CB donates
reserve fund to UM library
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimin Reporter

M ig

Belly dancing Instructor Nila North Son and her students demonstrated their
art to UM students in the University Center mall yesterday at noon. (Montana
Kaimin photo by Glenn Oakley)

Head coach search on
By LINDA ROBBINS
Montana Kaimin Associate Editor

Applications for the position of
men's athletic director at the
University of Montana closed yester
day with two persons having applied.
However, 10 applications were
received yesterday for the newly
vacated position of head basketball
coach, with a total of 70 to 100 ap
plications expected, Harley Lewis,
acting men's athletic director said.
Applications for that position will
be accepted through April 14.
A national search is being con
ducted to fill the coaching position,
while applications for athletic direc
tor would only be accepted from UM
employes.
Different methods are used to fill
each position so that UM is in com
pliance with federal employment
guidelines, Kathleen Holden, UM
Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) officer said yesterday.
EEO Regulations
Federal EEO regulations require
that before filling a vacant position, a
university must advertise that
position nationally and review ap
p lic a tio n s fo llo w in g c e rta in
guidelines, Holden explained.
Therefore, since the position of
head basketball coach has been
vacated by Jud Heathcote, the
University must make a national
search for applicants, she said.
A national search was not con
ducted for athletic director ap
plicants because there was no
vacancy in that position. Holden ex
plained that since Lewis has the
position of acting athletic director,
the athletic department has no actual
vacancies on its faculty.
To hire an individual who was not
already in that department would
have required either creating a new

position or firing someone in the
department, she said.
Lewis was appointed acting direc
tor in 1975 replacing Jack Swarthout.
Bowers had decided that the athletic
director should not also be the coach
of a major sport, so he offered
Swarthout either the athletic direc
torship or the football coach
position. But when Swarthout chose
to be the football coach, no faculty
vacancy was opened, because no
one resigned. Thus no national
search had to be conducted to find
his replacement.
The same guidelines still apply
today.
UM President Richard Bowers said
"to add enough dollars to the athletic
budget (to create a new faculty
position) was not wise," in view of
tight university funding.
Therefore, since no new position,
was opened, the applications for
athletic director were confined to the
UM.campUs without violation of EEO
guidelines.
Screening Committee
An Athletic Director Screening
Committee will review both ap
plications and interview both can
didates for that position.
Jo h n
D a yrie s, c o m m itte e
chairman, said that the review
process should be completed and a
recommendation sent to Bowers by
the end of next week.
Bowers will give final approval or
rejection to the committee choice.
Lewis was one of the applicants for
athletic director, but Dayries would
not disclose who the other applicant
was until all committee members
have been informed.
Members of the screening com
mittee, are Gene Carlson, men's
athletics; Gary Nygaard, HPER; Tom
• Cont. on p. 7

Only hours before their terms ex
pired, the members of the outgoing
Central Board, last night voted
overwhelmingly to eliminate ASUM's
$20,000 permanent reserve fund and
donate that money to the University
of Montana library.
The action was immediately at
tacked by Scott Alexander, a
member of the incoming board.
Alexander said the action was an ef
fort to prevent the new board from
considering a proposal to allocate
$25,000 to the UM A th le tic
Department.
The motion allocating the money
to the library passed by a vote of 15 to
3, shortly after the old board passed,
by an 11 to 2 vote a motion stating
that the old board was “appalled,
concerned and disappointed" by the
plan to fund athletics with ASUM
funds. (See related article on this
page.)
Outgoing ASUM President John
Nockleby, who had earlier said that
he favors the plan to give $25,000 to
the Athletic Department, was serving
as chairman and did not vote on
either resolution.
Alexander charged that outgoing
CB member Mark Warren, who in
troduced the resolution giving the
$20,000 to the Library, acted “ on the
spur of the moment" after reading of
the plan to fund the Athletic
Department in the Montana Kaimin
yesterday.
Warren was not available for
comment.
“ I feel, as an incoming CB member,
that the people who elected me have
been wronged by the resolution that

allocated money to the library," Alex
ander said.
He added, "and I think that's a
pretty cheap shot."
Alexander also expressed concern
that the outgoing board’s action
might prompt the Board of Regents
to institute a mandatory athletic fee,
"due to the irresponsibility of student
government.”
•
The motion expressing the old
board’s dismay with the plan to fund
athletics was introduced by outgoing
ASUM Vice President Jim Murray.
The plan to consider the Athletid
Department's request forfunds, to be
used to reduce ticket prices for UM
sporting events, was developed by
incoming ASUM President Dave Hill
and acting Athletic Director Harley
Lewis.
Dan Short, the incoming ASUM
Business Manager and also a
member of the outgoing board, op
posed -the resolution giving the
$20,000 to the library. Short charged
that the move was "short-sighted,”
saying that it will undercut efforts by
the new ASUM administration to win
increased funding by the legislature.
ASUM V ice P re s id e n t Pat
Pomeroy said yesterday that any
seemingly anti-athletic action by
ASUM could antagonize members of
the state legislature and possibly
adversely affect funding for the
university.
The resolution also came under
fire from Wayne Knapp, a member of
the incoming board, who said it will
“defeat everything they (the old
board) did all year.”
"It is one of the most immature ac-

tions I've ever seen the board take,”
Knapp said.
But Murray rose to support the
resolution, saying that the $20,000
appropriation is “symbolic.”
“This board was elected not only
on an anti-athletic, but also on a prolibrary platform ” he said.
In the final vote on the resolution,
in which there were no abstentions,
only Leslie Drake, Tom Facey and
Short voted no.
After lengthy debate, the old board
also voted to accept the proposals of
the Program Council Review Com
mittee, which includes a con
troversial provision forbidding PC
coordinators from filling the same
position twice.
Outgoing CB member John Elliot
defended the restriction, saying “the
purpose of PC is not to produce
professional coordinators."
ASUM accountant Mike McGinley
a tte m p te d to in tro d u c e an
amendment which vould make the
restriction effective next year, but he
was informed that only Central
Board members can introduce
amendments.
“ But I’ve already voted three
times," he replied.
A motion was then passed to close
debate on the report, leaving the res
triction intact.
The report was then accepted on a
13 to 4 vote.
Hill said the restriction will bar
Dennis Burns, the outgoing Program
Council director, and Lee Fluke, a
program council coordinator, from
working for the organization next
year.
• Cont. on p. 7

Leaders favor sports funding
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimin Reporter

N e w ly - e le c te d
s tu d e n t
governm ent o fficia ls
reacted
favorably yesterday to an agreement
which could deliver $25,000 in ASUM
money to the University of Montana
Athletic Department.
Under the terms of the agreement,
which was arranged by ASUM
President Dave Hill a n d . acting
Athletic Director Harley Lewis, the
money would be used to reduce
student ticket prices for football and
basketball games next year.
Central Board refused to allocate
any money to the A th le tic
Department in 1974 and 1975, charg
ing that the intercollegiate athletic
program was too expensive.
ASUM V ice P re s id e n t Pat
Pomeroy said yesterday that she
favors the agreement, because she
believes Central Board has an
obligation to students who attend
athletic events.
She said one of the roles of student
government “ is to make participatory
and spectator sports more acces
sible to students." This could be ac
complished by reducing ticket
prices, Pomeroy said.
Under the agreement, ticket prices
will be reduced from $3.50 to $1.50
for football games and from $2.50 to
$1 for basketball games.

In return for the money, Pomeroy
said ASUM is asking "that the line be
held on the (athletic) budget.”
According to Lewis, the Athletic
Department's appropriation from the
(general fund has been reduced by
$20,000 for the upcoming fiscal year,
to a total of $330,000.
Pomeroy said that 1,500 students
bought season tickets to UM football
and basketball games fall quarter,
and that the figure rose to 1,600 at the
start of winter quarter, showing
evidence of student support of UM
athletics.
Nockleby Supports Plan
Despite his a d m in istra tio n's
repeated attacks on intercollegiate
athletics last year, former ASUM
President John Nockleby said that
he, too, supports the athletic
department request.
Because the money would be used
solely for reducing student ticket
prices and not to support the athletic
programs, Nockleby said that he
"suggested to Dave (Hill) that he
consider funding the athletic
department.”
Nockleby said that in 1975, Central
Board did not consider funding
men's inte rco lle g ia te athletics
because no request for funds was
made.
But he said the department would
probably not have received any
money even if it had been requested.

Nockleby said he feels a large
number of students will benefit from
ASUM's subsidy of ticket prices.
According to Pomeroy, the sub
sidy will first have to pass through
the ASUM budgeting process, which
includes committee hearings, ad
visory board recommendations and
debate in a meeting of the entire
Central Board. However, Pomeroy
said she expects the measure to pass
with little alteration.
“ Five thousand dollars either way
won’t make much difference," she
said.
“First Step”
ASUM Business Manager Dan
Short said he would like to see
intercollegiate athletics continue at
UM, and that he believes the Athletic
Department request to be "a good
first step" toward reducing tension
between ASUM and the ad
ministration, on one hand, and the
Board of Regents and Missoula area
residents on the other.
He added that he believes “a lot of
fat" could still be eliminated from the
athletic budget.
UM F o o tb a ll C oach Jack
Swarthout, disagreed with Short's
assessment. "We’ve cut the program
down to a bare-bones budget," he
said.
Swarthout said he is pleased with
the agreement. "Any kind of student
involvement is welcome," he said.
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Carefully
T h is CAMPUS is running out of space.
The University of Montana is
surrounded on one side by Mount Sen
tinel and on the other three by residen
tial areas. Further growth will have to
be planned carefully if we are to keep
our open, relaxed campus atmosphere
intact.
In the past few years, several
problems concerning campus space
have come to light:
• The drama department has been
trying for about 10 years to build a new
fine arts center. The poor facilities of
the present building may cost the
department its accreditation and force
a reduction in fine arts programs.
• The Psychology Building and Ven
ture Center are fire hazards and are
badly dilapidated. The Venture Center
has been condemned since 1938.
• Main Hall and the Math Building
are also in bad shape.
• Jesse Hall does not have enough
parking space.
There are very few areas for expan
sion. The Prescott house, in the
northeast corner of the campus behind
Aber Hall, will become UM property
when its 83-year-old owner dies.
Some proposed plans for the Pres
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cott property include parking spaces, a
dorm and straightening the road
circling the campus so that it runs
through the property.
Another suggestion has been to
make the two-story, 11-room home,
which was built in 1898, into a museum.
The only other way the University
can expand is to buy up residential
areas.
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All these problems are handled
ultimately by the Campus De
velopment Committee. The CDC is
headed by Harry Fritz, associate
professor of history, and includes four
faculty members, three administrators,
three students and one staff member.
Any plans for new buildings, ad^
ditions or renovations on campus must
go before the CDC.

public forum
There once was a Commissar . . .
By Jim Gransbery
Once upon a time in the County of the
Boozeman, there existed a frustrated
young practitioner of the science Politik.
Employed by the Academy of Moos, he
toiled away at instructing the youth of the
realm in the ways of kings and popes.
However, he grew dissatisfied with the
meager task, yearning instead for a
position which would make his name
known throughout the land.
And so it came to pass that after diligent
study of his favorite treatise on power, El
Principe, he offered himself to the brightest
young star of the territory as a guide and
confident.
And lo and behold, in due time the bright
young star was chosen the Royal
Governor. As a reward for his fruitful advice
and loyalty, the counselor was appointed
the Lord High Commissar of the
Academies under the supervision of
Mother the Regent.
“At last, a task worthy of my talents,”
thought the ambitious Commissar as he
embarked upon a program of draping his
office with the tapestries of royalty that it
deserved.
There came numerous barristers,
counselors, scribes and accountants to
surround him and even a town crier to
spread the good word of the Lord High
Commissar.
And there arose a great controversy in
the land. It seems that the brash young
knaves of the Academy of Grizzlies refused
to contribute a share of their student fees to
the College of Jousts. This angered Mother
the Regent and her ambitious offspring.
How dare these waifs challenge the
tradition of Jousts.
But a brilliant plan was forthcoming. "I
will propose a study which will justify the

necessity of a mandatory taxation of the
students of the academies,” thought the
Lord High Commissar. This would provide
the College of Jousts with the funds it
needs.

Searching diligently throughout the
kingdom, the Commissar found an aged
scribe who in his more youthful days
engaged in the jousting tournaments and
had spent his life enscribing a chronicle of
jousts. But his mind was dim. So dim it
seems that the Commissar had to write the
questions for the scribe to ask of the
several parties to the controversy. The Lord
did not want any questions asked that
might challenge his premise and the fact
that there was an inherent conflict of
interest in the project bothered not the
Commissar as he believed in power
phalanx politiks.
But it seems that the scribe grew weary of
the project and several Barons from the
House of Lords and the professors of the
academies objected strongly to the Com
missar's plan and he had to retrench, hop
ing for a more propituous moment when he
could sneak his tax through the back door.
"But my power must not be challenged,"
he thought. And so he set about to provide
a means for Mother the Regent to give him

.

the power to control the academies com
pletely.
After a short time he called a meeting of
the presidents of the academies with
Mother the Regent and himself. There also
appeared at the council a few brash young
knaves and the scribes of the realm’s
chronicles.
The Lord High Commissar proposed to
Mother the Regent that all appointments of
vice presidents and deans of the colleges
be subject to his approval before Mother
gave her approbation.
A murmur from the crowd arose as a
brash young knave asked, “does this
proposal give the Lord Commissar a veto”
over all high-level appointments?
“ I don't think students have a legitimate
interest in this,” he snapped. The audacity
of this mouthy young waif.
But Mother was moved by the murmurs
o f the crowd and when it came time for her
decision she ruled against her offspring.
Shocked, the Commissar ran from the
meeting hall screaming, “ I have some
doubt whether the Commissar can
function under the present system."
In great haste he retreated to his priyate
quarters where he consulted the court
magician’s mirror.
“ Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is most
powerful of all?” he beseached. "The
scribes will view this as a test of my
authority. Am I equal to the presidents or
Am I the Lord?”
The mirror replied, "Obviously."
But when the Lord Commissar requested
the mirror to consult Mother the Regent,
there was only silence.
The moral of this grim, torturous tale is
that no matter how humble a being's origin,
any politico can rise to the level of feudal
lord and gain a fief by riding the coattails of
success through vassalage.
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Bad planning has plagued us before
and it is plaguing us now. The road
around the campus cuts into the moun
tain, causing erosion problems.
Aber and Jesse Halls, built during a
time of student enrollment increases,
cannot fill all their rooms today.
And even the frisbee throwers are
having space taken from them by a
piece of “art” behind the Psychology
Building.
We don’t have enough room to ex
periment. Our space is precious. Any
additions or deletions to the campus
must be thought of in long-range
terms.
Architecture should be considered.
Though thesquat, rectangular building
is the cheapest, we must remember the
beauty of a structure or else we will
have more eyesores like the Science
Complex.
We need new buildings, but not at the
expense of open space and architec
tural beauty.
And above all, the views of students,
faculty and administrators must be
heard before irreversible decisions are
made. Before lawns are paved over to
make parking lots and before buildings
are torn down and rebuilt, we must hear
from the campus community.
Lisa Walser
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William F. Buckley

taurants. Well, there goes our participation in
Alpine skiing. No collaboration with South
African universities obviously. And in much of
central Africa, if you’re from the wrong tribe
you may not only be snubbed but even killed.
No relief down under either. Australia refused
to admit orientals for many years. And if you’re
from Syria and visiting in New York drop in for
a friendly chat at one of the synagogues and

John G. Watkins,
prof., psychology
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Sometimes a
cigar is just a
cigar.
Sigmund Freud

see how well you are received. The'Hindus,
who just got over the caste system, now dislike
the Pakistanis, and any. Western newspaper
reporter who thinks he can practice freedom
of speech. -Anybody else we should have
added to this list? Oh yes, Saudi Arabia.
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criminates against Catholics) are out. The
Russians, of course, discriminate, not only
against Jews but against scientists and
authors, and deny freedom of speech. Ac
cordingly, the U.S. government should cancel
all wheat deals with them—even if our Mon
tana farmers are badly hurt. Let's have no truck
with Utah; the Mormons in Salt Lake City dis
criminate against both Blacks and gentiles. No
more help to the various Indian reservations. If
you're a Crow just try and apply for a position
on the Blackfoot reservation—and vice-versa.
Are you a Baptist? Ever try to apply for a job
as a guard at Vatican City? Or with the Spanish
government? In Switzerland the Italian
laborers are often refused services in res
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It was Congress that said No on Vietnam.
Congress that said No on Angola.
Congress
that
has
su b stan tia lly
neutralized the CIA. Mr. Reagan would be
on sounder ground if he criticized Mr. Ford
for failing to rouse the public to instruct the
Congress on the necessity to resist. Mr.
Ford, addressing Congress on the eve of
the loss of South Vietnam, in a speech
which will live in-the annals of futility,
roused neither the Congress, nor the
American people, nor, for that matter, the
grasshoppers. When Ford said that his Ad
ministration would not permit the Soviet
Union to “fish in troubled waters,” what he

O

Ireland (which discriminates against Protes
tants) and Northern Ireland (which dis-

Henry Kissinger is conveniently
accepted, as Dean Acheson was
conveniently accepted as the principal
architect of the fall of China a generation
ago, as the principal sponsor of the defeats
we have suffered at the hands of the Com
munists. Mr. Kissinger has never denied
that the greatest risk in the rhetoric of
detente is the undermining of the popular
will to resist. He has, however, assumed
.that the popular will to survive would be
sufficient to instruct Congress in grave
matters involving the national security.
When Governor Reagan assigns the blame
to President Ford and Henry Kissinger for

s i

Editor: It is very important that this university
not lose its “ integrity” by doing business with
any other country or group which practices
discrimination.

Isn’t it true that Kissinger, and Ford,
warned of the necessity to resist the Soviet
Union and Cuba in Angola? Isn’t it also true
that it was Kissinger and Ford who asked
for massive aid to South Vietnam when the
hordes came thundering down from the
north? Isn’t it true that Ford and Kissinger
asked repeatedly for protection for the
Central Intelligence Agency against such
publicity as would neutralize their effec
tiveness?

U

Discrimination?

In respect of foreign policy, Governor
Reagan is correct in remarking the great
reversals of the past few years. He is,
however, far too kind to Congress in his
distribution of the blame.
It is a historical truism that the name of
the principal figure in any historical period
is given to the events of that period, never
mind the force or forces primarily res
ponsible for the significant historical
developments.

meant was that he hoped the Soviet Union
would not fish in troubled waters*, but of
course that is what the Soviet Union does
best, and continues to do; and does so in
considerable part because Congress does
not act when action might help—in Angola,
for instance.
When Mr. Kissinger spent a thousand
hours vyith Congressmen and Senators in
executive session, describing the tactical,
strategic, psychological consequences of
a loss in Angola, the American public was
unaware of the pressure being put on
Congress. But when Congress was asked
to vote the necessary funds, Congress said:
No. That is Reagan’s issue. Why did
Congress say No?
Was it because Congress, as represen
tative of the American people, believes that
the people do not understand the im
plications of the Angolan challenge? Or
that they do not care? If so, then the fault is
at least partly that of a President who is
ineffective in causing them to understand.
And if the President and his Secretary of
State , cannot bring the people to
^understand why it is necessary to exert
ourselves in order to survive, then Reagan
must labor to make us understand.

a t

letters

the loss of Angola, the accusation requires
analysis.

T

Mr. Reagan’s domestic points are dif
ficult to challenge. In fact Mr. Ford has
made peace with the statists—perhaps he
has no alternative. It is however not a
commentary on Mr. Reagan’s capacity for
repetition, but on the public’s capacity for
acclimating itself to statist presumption,
that Reagan needs to remind us that a) in
flation continues; b) the unbalanced
budget continues; c) the bureaucracy
swells; d) the little engineers in Washington
continue to dictate to us in accents which,
had they been used by King George III,

would have precipitated the revolution a
decade earlier.

E

RONALD REAGAN’S challenge to Mr. Ford
in his television broadcast is here and there
criticized (for instance, by White House
spokesmen) as being "completely familiar;
nothing new.” That’s true of course, even
as it is true that somebody who complains
for the 100th time that termites are eating
into the foundations of his house has not
said something new in 100 public
declarations, a commentary that has noth
ing to do with the progress of the termites—
who are clearly at work in Washington,
which is their headquarters, undermining
the lovely mansion bequeathed to us by the
Founding Fathers.

Letters Policy
Letters should be: -Typed. preferably triple
spaced: -Signed with the author's name, class,
major, telephone number and address; -No more
than 300 words (longer letters will be printed
occasionally); -Mailed or brought to the Montana
Kaimin, J-206 The Kaimirt reserves the right to edit
all.letters and is under no obligation to print all
letters received.
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wedding ring
guaranteed
for a
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• SANDALS
$17.50
• MOCCASINS
$20 and up
• CLOGS
$15.00

Every ArtCarved wedding ring is guaranteed in
writing for a lifetime. To insure that your ArtGarved wedding ring remains as bright and
beautiful as the day you first wear it, ArtCarved
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MISSILE BOONDOGGLE
AND
YOUR FUTURE HEALTH
Lecture and Slide Show
Starring

Vasque Boots For Men
And Women From Light
Hi k i n g To Heavy
Climbing

Dr. E. W. Pfeiffer
Professor of Zoology

April 13

Tues.

8 pm

UC Lounge
FREE
ALPINIST-

Sponsored by UC Programming Services

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
NO, NOWBCTACTSOF
HOSTILITYYET, BUTFROM
THELOOKSOFTHINGS, THOSE
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THIS-HAS WAS
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LOOK,JONAS, IF WEPONTPUT
A STOPTOTHEEXPANSIONISM
OF THESEPEOPLE, THEY'LL
OVERRUNTHEWHOLEPLANET!
I MEAN, MYLOOT, JUST
WOKWHATTHEYHP
INMIAMI! \

UHRJ6HT!
’MIAMI'? NOT10 THAT'S
*
MENTION ANOTHER
ANGOLA. GOOPEX/ AMPIE!

Psychology center offers c lin ic
plained that participants will act out
roles which are fearful to them.
Other members of the group who
are not afraid in a particular situation
will agt out other roles in the activity,
he added. ,
Mungas said the program will start
the week of April 26 and will consist
of four weekly 90-minute sessions.
The program is being conducted as
part of his thesis work for his
master’s degree in psychology,
Mungas said.

By NANCY J. HARTE
Montana Kaimin Reporter

A free program to help people deal
with stress situations is offered this
quarter by the Clinical Psychology
Center at the University of Montana.
Dan Mungas, a graduate student in
psychology directing the program,
said yesterday the program will use
role-playing techniques. He ex

Highway 10 West
728-9984
Shirtsleeve or Jacket
Spirits

By PETER TALBOT
Montana Kaimin Reporter
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University of Montana students
will have an opportunity to interview
applicants for the position of dean of
the School of Education during the
next few weeks.
Students will also be able to ex
press their opinions on the various
applicants to the members of the
screening committee in charge of the
selection.
O pinions
and observations
concerning the applicants may bfe
expressed orally or in writing to the
committee members, Vicky Turner,
undergraduate member of the
screening committee, said yes
terday.
Other members of the screening
committee are
George
Millis,
education professor; William Stoner,
education professor; Richard Adler,
English professor; Maureen Ullrich,
business professor, and Dennis
Skailand, graduate student in
education.
Francis Rummel, current dean of
the School of Education, will retire
June 30.

The tentative schedule for the ap
plicants' UM appearances is:
• April 8—R. J. Hills, professor of
education from the Center fcrr the
Study of Administration in Education
in British Columbia.
• April 13—Dale Doak, dean of
undergraduate study for the College
of
Education,
U nive rsity of
Tennessee at Knoxville.
• April 16—E. Gordon Richard
son, head of the Division of
Education at Northeast Missouri
State University.
• April 20—David Smith, from the
College of Education at the
University of Arkansas.
• April 23—Kenneth Hansen, the
Nevada state Superintendent of
Public Instruction. Other applicants
may be included at a later date,
Turner said.
. The applicants’ meetings with
students will all be held in Room 114
of the University Center from 10-11
a.m.

to dance at new discotheque

FRONTIER LOUNGE
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The program will be similar to an
assertiveness training workshop
offered by the Clinical Psychology
Center this quarter, he said.
However, the situations in his
program will not necessarily require
assertive behavior, he explained.

to appear this m o n th

Missoula gays not welcome

CELEBRATE THE LITTLE
VICTORIES IN LIFE BY
EATING OUT AT THE

S ix

About 20 people have indicated
they will participate in the program,
■ Mungas said. He added that the
clinic will not be limited to UM
students.

Education Dean applicants
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stop dancing together or they would
have to leave.
Jim Oglesbee, The Holding Com
pany bar manager and former
University of Montana Grizzly foot
ball player, said that it wasn’t really a
discriminatory move but that he
would stop any action “that would be
detrimental to business.”
"We were getting complaints right
and left," Oglesbee said.
"We’ll serve them;" he^add&d. "but
we want to see guys dancing with
girls and girls dancing with guys.”
In many of the larger cities in the
United States, the disco scene and
the gay scene are frequently a part of
each other. Oglesbee acknowledged
this by saying when he had gone on a
tour of discotheques in the Miami
area, he had seen gays and sexually
straight people on the same dance
floor together.

If Missoula gays wish to dance
together, they will have to find a
place to go other than the The Hold
ing Company, a new discotheque on
West Front Street.
When the Holding. Company
opened its doors on March 6, about
10 gays went to the establishment.
Wrien they began to dance" (male
with male), they were askeif td leave
the dance floor.
"They (The Holding Company
management) seemed really uptight
about our presence there," David'
Stinson, a member o f Lambda who
was present at The Holding Com
pany, said yesterday.
“The disc jockey made some
harassing comments over the public
address system," he added, “ like he’d
like to see a few more heterosexuals
on the dance floor."
"But that was a lot more liberal,
He said that they were asked to .situation,” he emphasized, and

added that he thought Missoula
wasn’t quite ready for that.
“We get truck drivers in here, that
would just as soon tear their heads
off as look at them," he said.

Hypnotizing
(CPS)—It’s not easy-being green,
as the recent song pointed out, so
Bill Steed is doing something about
it.
Steed, a friendly, looking, gray
haired hypnotist, is founder of
Croaker College, a "finishing school
for frogs” in Sacramento, California.
Steed claims he can put the slimy,
green amphibians in a trance by
stroking their bellies and whispering
in their ears.
“ I speak their language, you
know,” he says.

—
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Students in New York get credit
for knowledge gained outside college
The State University of New York is
granting credit to students for
knowledge they have gained outside
of school, according to the College
Press Service.

Group seeks funds
for mass transit
A fund drive is underway by the
Missoula Public Transportation
Committee to pay for the promotion
of a mass transit system in Missoula.
The possibility of a bus system in
Missoula will go before Missoula
voters in the June 1 primary election.
The committee is trying to raise $900
to be used for informing the public
about the transit system before the
June election.
According to John Crowley, citycounty planning board director and a
member of the transportation com
mittee, the funds are being raised
through individual donations of
between $1 and $5.
Alderman Richard Smith, also a
member of the transportation com
mittee, said they were near the $900
goal.
The proposed bus service will have
a recommended fare of 10 cents per
ride and will serve the Missoula area,
including the Rattlesnake, South
Hills, East Missoula, Bonner and
Hoemer Waldorf.

This is accomplished through the
Regents External Degree program
(RED), in which the student's total
credit toward a B.A. degree is
evaluated. Credits may be earned
through college work, various exams
taken in the past, work experiences
or any other way through which a
student feels he has learned.
The applications for credit are
evaluated by a committee which then
awards the proper number of credits
for each learning experience. After
this procedure, the student will
probably still need more credits for
his degree. These are earned by tak
ing a long series of tests.
On the average, the tests cost
about $25 each and as many as 40
credits may be earned on one test.

The average cost of a B.A. degree is
$400.
According to program personnel,
nearly 3,000 people have graduated
from the RED program, some moving
on to law and medical schools.
However, the University of Mon
tana does not offer credit for work or
military, experience, Donna Booth,
academic advising coordinator, said
yesterday.
Credit for non-college learning
can only be earned through the
College Level Examination Program
(CLBP), Booth said.
The CLEP program at UM offers as
many as nine credits in a wide variety
of fields. Schedules of test times are
available in the Academic Advising
Office, located at the Center for
Student Development in the Lodge.

Grow your own—garden space for rent

If you enjoy potatoes or tomatoes
A20-ft. square plot will rent for $10
for the summer, with a $4 refund after
but can’t afford to put them on your
table, Missoula Community Gardens
the fall cleanup, Seifert said.
has a plot for you.
Seifert said there 86 plots
The organization, formed last year,
available, although 45 to 50 plots
has improved the garden plots
have already been reserved. She
donated to it by the County Com
urged anyone interested in the pro
missioners which are located on 37th
ject to call Sandra Perrin at 721-2625
Avenue and Spurgin Road.
or stop by Horizon House at 323
According to Jennjfer Seifert, a
Alder.
member of the organization, the land
Seifert also said the Retired Senior
has been fenced and divided into
Citizens have volunteered to water
separate areas for organic and nonthe plots during the-summer. The
.organic gardening. She also said the
Community Gardens organization is
water system has been improved.
• Coordinating Council for the
also seeking donations of manure.
The plots will be roto-tilled May 1 and
Handicapped, planning meeting, 4
Anyone wishing to donate manure is
to d a y , C e n te r fo r S tu d e n t,. planting may begin immediately
asked to call Perrin at 542-2017.
after that, she said.
Development conference room,
Lodge basement.
• Eckankar information table, UC
F R O M
H I G H
Mall, 10 to 4 today; open discussion
A B O V E M I S S O U L A
session, 7 tonight, UC Montana
Rooms 360A.
• Qua-Qui Corporation 2nd An
n u a l Pow W ow, fre e fo o d ,
entertainment, Friday, 5, Saturday, 2;
tribal and group dancing, Friday, 7,
Saturday, 2, all activities at Loyola
auditorium, 420 West Pine.
• College Republicans meeting, 7
tonight, UC Montana Rooms, public
invited.
• Grizzly bear film "Room to Live"
and discussion, Bikecentennial slide
show, 7:30 tonight, City-County
Library.
• Student Action Center staff
meeting, 11 a.m. today, UC 114.
• “ Hypothesis on Hemisphere
Specialization,” Charlene Smith,
noon today, Science Complex 304334.
• Kyi-Yo conference meeting, 7
tonight, 730 Eddy.
• Italian Club film “The Eternal
City," free, 4 today, LA 334.
• Registration of dancers for
AT T H E
V /
epilepsy dance marathon, today and
tomorrow, 140 University or 7289607.
• Psychology Department Colloquim "Changing Value Patterns
The O v e r l a n d E x p r e s s
Among Young Ojibway Indians", 4
1 0 2 B e n Hogan Ok
today, P202.

(
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TOM STOCKSTILL began his duties as Copper Commons manager this
week. (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

MANSION
RALPH WILLIAMS
and the

W RIGHT BROTHERS
also known as

LITTLE DICKIE
and the

DESOTOS
Enjoy your favorite king-sized drinks
along with dancing on Missoula’s 1st
stainless steel dance floor. Find out what
M i s s o u l a ' s f i n e s t d i n i n g and
entertainment nightspot is all about.
Starting 8:30
No Reservations Necessary.

NOW PLAYING!
1210 WEST BROADWAY

TIN EAR
From Kansas City
★ No Cover Charge ★
The new Saloon addition
• seating for 600 • game rooms •
• 2 bars • triple size dance floor •
•live music featured •

T ombstone T onics
Tequila & Orange

Montana Ditch
Whiskey & Water

.
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music reviewThe Carlos Montoya concert:

Suggesting a musical vision
Carlos Montoya single-handedly
created the flamenco guitar as a solo
instrument. Those who attended his
concert in the UC Ballroom Tuesday
night got an idea of just what that
means: Taking the harm onic
underpinning that the guitar is
normally responsible for in flamenco
music and fusing it with the slapping
rhythm of accompanying dance and
By JOHN GRANEY
Montana Kaimin Reviewer

clapping, and with the intensely
focussed melody of gypsy singing.
Forcing this fusion is a virtuoso
and visionary accomplishment of the
first order.

Montoya is perfectly capable of
this; he is indeed a virtuoso. He is
also of the “old school,” as was his
compatriot and contemporary, the
late Pablo Casals. Their music is
suggestive of great regularity, even
through its disorder.
Their common attitude was
summed up by Casals when he said
“ music is an inspiration," a vision to
be suggested rather than antiseptically realized. This vision is
precisely what Montoya showed.
The fire of immediate creation is
what he projected, rather than the
cold brilliance of perfect execution.
Montoya’s warmth was inherent in
every slow, wide, beaming gesture
and in his pleasure at the unres

Thurs.-Fri.—April 8-9
BOGART & RAY & USTINOV IN

f

CRYSTAL THEATRE
515 SOUTH HIGGINS

SHOWS AT7:00 & 9:15 P.M.

The formal basis of coherence in
most flamenco is poundingly
metrical, but this didn’t cramp the
rubato passages that many went to
hear.
Everything shifted in the time of a
caught breath. Rhythm is never
constant, but always interrupted by
sudden undercuttings of a new tern-

'The fire

WE’RE NO ANGELS
Humphrey Bogart. Aldo Ray. and Peter Ustinov play three nasty convicts, es
caped from Devil's Island, who take over the home of a French shopkeeper. The
shopkeeper is less worried about the presence of the trio than he is about the
certain arrival of his cousin's auditors, for he fears that he will be fired when ms
cousin finds the shop is losing money. When the auditors arrive, the convicts
are forced to help with a checking of the store's accounts; they also become in
volved in trying to help their 'host' whom they have come to like. Joan Bennett
and Basil Rathbone are in the cast, but the movie's real star is a small poisonous
snake named Adolphe that one of the escapees carries in a basket! 1955. Color.

trained hoots of appreciation that
greeted his opening number.
He appeared simply on stage and
spread his arms in an open greeting
to the crowd. He changed when he
sat to play. Sighting down the neck of
his guitar as if it were a gun barrel, his
face gained a deep, benign concen
tration. Then he began to play.

of
MONTOYA displayed his benign concentration in the UC Ballroom Tuesday
evening. (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

im m ediate

*

c re a tio n '
po, a new tone, a new melody or new
figurations.
The basis of the music’s movement
is drama and contrast. Tone can drop

from sharp drumming to deep
vibrato, to tiny, insistent snap, or the
tones can pileontopofeach'otherso
that it is almost possible to see tex
ture beneath texture in a kind of
musical perspective.
Virtuosities such as long passages
of harmonics for the left hand only
were, in Montoya’s hands, simple
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TONIGHT AT 7:30 ONLY (Open at 7:00)

“ Likes of Louise”

"Best Film of thenar”
N A T IO N A L B O A R D O F R E V IE W

vehicles for the intensity which he
expressed.
Montoya’s right hand drew out the
tones lovingly, drummingly, gutsy or
harshly at the bridge and warmly at
the fingerboard. The left hand often
seemed invisible as it rapidly ran ex
tended passages of improvisation.
Other times it froze in vibrato in order
to change the mood from frenzy to
contemplation.
The artist used his guitar for more
than simply wringing out all the tonal
changes the strings would allow. The
zambra he played had long passages
of finger-patting spread between its
startling, whole-tone melodies. His
piece in the garrotin rhythm, which
was the most amazing, had a melody
composed of quickly alternating taps
of the fingernails and notes from the
strings. Around these foundations
his music both soared and plunged.
The two encores, the famous
malaguena and a iota, placed all the
virtuosity of the performance into a
nutshell: the first by the intensity and
range of its variations; the second,
more technical, with the speed and
lightness of the difficult legato
melody.
Carlos
M ontoya
displayed
magnificently his vision to the
audience; judging from the ap
plause, it was well perceived.

S JEWEL PRODUCTIONS LTD an0 PiMlCO FILMS U 0 P

PETERSELLERS
CHRISTOPHERPLUMMER
CATHERINESCHELL
HERBERTL0M
BLAKE EDWARDS'

Correction
The Department of Drama's
special production of The
Maids will not be tonight and
tomorrow night as erroneously
and ineptly reported in Tues
day's Kaimin. The play will be
presented next Thursday and
Friday in the Masquer Theater
at 8 p.m.

BURT KWOUK / PETER ARNE
P i o o u c e o a " 0 0 'K i f c d o r

BLAKE EDWARDS
sostnooy o, FRANK WALDMAN
3no BLAKE EDWARDS
.HENRY MANCINI HAL DAVID
ASM** ProoicerTONY ADAMS
RICHARD WILLIAMS STUDIO
r »»*o .n R^NAVlSlON*

(G| United Artists

STANLEY KUBRICK
.m /R YAN O X E A L ^ A R l ^ A cB E R £N S 0N °

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER!
4 Major Awards

Showplace of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

Sunday and Monday—April 11 & 12
9 pm
UC Ballroom
$1
Presented by ASUM Program Council

danceMontana
concert tonight
The first of three performances by
danceMontana, the state's first
professional dance company, is this
evening at 8 in the University
Theater. The other two shows will be
Friday and Saturday nights.
Members of danceMontana are:
Cathy Paine, Bess Pilcher, Robert
Remley, Bess Snyder, Ray Spooner
and Kata Langworthy. They are
artists in residence in the UM School
of Fine Arts.
Each of the three performances
features different material.

SUB limits candidates’ use of UC
Only political candidates who are
seeking national or state offices and
who are “ invited" by the ASUM
president will be permitted to speak
in the University Center Mall,
Student Union Board (SUB) decided
yesterday.
Guidelines covering political ac
tivities in the mall for the 1976 elec
tion would not pertain to candidates
who want to rent space in the
building.
Ellen Anderson, SUB chairman,
expressed concern over giving
access to the mall to what she des
cribed as "crusading, self-an
nounced candidates for president,"
and candidates for "minor positions
without much to offer."

Anderson said that with the SUB
ruling “ it will be left up to ASUM to do
the inviting and determine who is a
candidate."
The required ASUM sanction, ac
cording to Anderson, is intended to
p r o v id e
s p o n s o r s h ip
and
organization for the events. She said
that she does not fear that invitations
will be extended on the "basis of
political affiliations or personalities."
“ I’ve really got confidence in
Dave’s (ASUM President Dave Hill)
sense of fairness." She added that
any complaints of unfairness from
candidates could be registered from
SUB.
Whether the candidate or ASUM
w ill pay for th e . appearance

news briefs—

arrangements will be determined on
a case by case basis, SUB decided.
In other business:
• Anderson announced the
resignation of Dan Cobb, junior in
political science. Reached later,
Cobb cited “academics" as his
reason for quitting.
• Ray Chapman, UC director,
reported agreement on a rental
proposal between the UC and the As
sociated Students’ Store. The
bookstore agreed to pay $50,000 in
base rent, plus 50 per cent of its net
profit, with the total rent not to ex
ceed $70,000 for the fiscal year
beginning July 1.
• SUB approved "student group"
status for the UM Fencing Club, the
Montana chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform of Mari
juana Laws (NORML), a muscular
dystrophy group, the Committee for
the Prevention of Depression and
. Suicide and the Wesley Foundation.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Former United Mine Workers President W. A. (Tony) Boyle was released from
one jail term yesterday to begin another. Boyle was released eight months
early from a three-year term in a federal medical center for prisoners in Mis
souri, where he had been serving time for iilegal campaign contributions. He
was flown to Pittsburg to serve three life sentences in the Western Peniten
tiary for the murders of Jock Yablonski, a UMW rival, and Yablohski’s family in
1969.

Outgoing CB. . .
• Cont. from p. 1

Both have applied for positions as
coordinators.
In an earlier meeting, the incoming
The House yesterday passed a bill requiring a federal census every five years,
board voted 1.4 to 5, with one absten
instead of the present 10-year interval. Government agencies, social
tion, to ratify the appointment of Rick
researchers and business groups supported the change, claiming 10 years
Schneider to the Program Council
was too long to wait for accurate population information. If the Senate passes
director’s post for next year.
the bill, the first additional census would be in 1985. An amendment to the bill
Schneider had earlier received the
removes all penalties, including jail sentences, for refusing to answer census
new board’s tentative approval, but
questions.
the board reconsidered the matter
A judge denied a temporary injunction to permit a pregnant, unwed coed ex
last night.
pelled from Florida Bible College to finish six weeks of study and receive her
CB member Dave Hiltner said he
degree. Jean Clayton, 22, of Holland, Pa., had nearly completed her re
voted for Schneider the first time, but
quirements for a bachelor of arts degree in Biblical education. Miss Clayton, that he had changed his mind on the
said she was marrying the father-to-be in ceremonies Sunday in her home basis of rumored mistakes on
town.
Schneider’s part that “seemed
A brawl between the Butte and Billings hockey teams Tuesday night ended ridiculous."
“ I think it was obvious that it (the
that night’s game early and resulted in the cancellation of a third-place playoff
game last night. Billings police used clubs and chemical spray to halt Tues .'first vote) was a rubber stamp,” he
day’s fight after fans became involved. Officials halted the game with over 13 said.
Schneider currently serves as PC
minutes left to play and awarded the victory to Billings, giving the Blazers a’l
advertising coordinator.
two-point edge going into the playoff, which has yet to be rescheduled.

Lewis said that the athletic
department began advertising the
open coaching position as soon as
• Cont. from p. 1
Heathcote announced on Monday
Allen, campus recreation sports that he would accept a position at
committee; Phillip Catalfomo, ad Michigan State University.
Notices of the open position were
m inistration; Ellen Anderson,
Faculty Athletic Committee student mailed to the athletic directors of all
Division One ("major") universities,
representative; Jan Brentenbraaten,
and were sent on AP and UPI news
student athlete and Dayries, HPER.
In choosing a new basketball wires to publications which would
coach, the athletic department "is advertise the spot, Lewis said.
UM Assistant Basketball Coach
under a lot of pressure to run as
quick a search as we possibly can," Jim Brandenburg is among the
persons who have already applied
Lewis said.
He said there will probably be for the job, Lewis said.
Brandenburg's application is be
some sort of committee screening
process, but it may not be the same ing supported by Heathcote and the
Executive Board of the Century
used to select the basketball coach.
Bowers said the Faculty Athletic
Club.
Brandenburg could not have been
Committee will almost certainly have
moved into the head coaching
something to do with the recommen
dations to be received by him, but position automatically by the athletic
could not yet predict exactly how the department because EEO guidelines
state that UM may not make any nonsearch will be run.
academic promotions without first
advertising the vacant position,
Dayries said.
The five members who opposed
"I think it's cock-eyed," Dayries
the ratification of Schneider were
Larry Gursky, Jim Leik, Frank Mit said about the guideline. He added
chell, Dave Hiltner and Michael Berg. that the EEO rules were difficult to
understand.
Gordon MacDonald abstained.
Holden said that as EEO officer,
The new board also gave
unanimous approval to Hill’s selec she does an audit review of the
tion of Joseph Bowen as Student Ac procedures and recommendations
made by committees filling vacan
tion Center director.
Hill called Bowen the "most cies on campus.
Holden said she also serves in an
qualified" person for the position,
adding, "I don’t want this to appear advisory capacity to Bowers when he
makes final hiring decisions, to en
as an in-house promotion."
Bowen was formerly assistant sure the compliance of those
director of SAC, while Hill served as decisions with federal hiring stan
dards.
SAC Director.

Head Coach. . .

There’s been no top authority say
ing what marijuana does to you. I
really don’t know that much about it.
I tried it once but it didn’t do anything
to me.
John Wayne

America is the only country in the
world that went from barbarism to
decadence without civilization in
between.
Oscar Wilde

an evening with

RETURN
TOFOREVER
CHICK COREA
STANLEY CLARKE
LEN NY W H ITE
AL DIMEOLA
ADAMS FIELDHOUSE
FRIDAY NIGHT, 8:00 PM
APRIL 16, 1976
4.00 UM STUDENTS,
5.00 GENERAL PUBLIC
ONE SHOW ONLY
ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL

S tore board gives loan grants
By STEVE MACHELEDT
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Overseers of the Associated
Students’ Store reserve trust fund
last month approved two grants and
one loan totaling $4,645 and re
jected another $14;000 in requests.
The fund, composed of excess
bookstore profits and investment
returns, is to be used for “ projects or
activities which will benefit the
general campus community," ac
cording to a policy statement of its
five-member board of directors.
Leroy Berven, chairman of the
board, said yesterday that the fund
“ has been the biggest unrestricted
slush fund on campus," because
there is no authority higher than the
board to determine how the “ un
vouched" and “ unbudgeted” money
will be spent.

Berven added, however, thSt he
knew of no instances when the fund,
which he said is "available for
whatever the people controlling it
want to use it for,” was misused.
Allocations approved by the direc
tors March 16 included grants of
$2,145 to the University of Montana
library and $500 to the Gallery of
Visual Arts in Turner Hall, and a loan
of $2,000 to the Scholars’ Press.
The library grant will permit the
purchase of science fic tio n
periodicals on microfilm ($1,295),
four typing tables and chairs ($500),
and pots and plant care items for
plants donated to the library by
Programming Services ($350). The
Turner gallery grant is to be used for
the purchase of five display cases.
The Scholars' Press had requested
a $10,000 loan to establish a textbook
publishing program , but the

SPRING SPECIALS
Oil Change
'agR.vzL.^^

With Mobil Super 10-40
Change Oil,
Filter, and
Lubrication

$ 1 0 60

TUNE-UP SPECIAL
4 Cylinder............................................. $10.95
6 Cylinder.....................................
$12.95
V -8 ........................................................ $14.95
and FREE Lubrication
New Line of Tires—EL DORADO
The Tire Everyone Can Afford.

plusparts
plusparts
plusparts

Ron’s East Gate Mobil
Complete Foreign and Domestic Auto Service
835 East Broadway—Next to Buttrey’s
Across the old Van Buren Street Foot Bridge

bookstore fund amounted only to
about $9,500.
Berven said yesterday that another
objection to the request was that the
Scholars’ Press had not exhausted
alternative possibilities for funds. No
provisions for repayment of the
$2,000 loan finally agreed upon have
been made, he said.
Three requests were turned down
by the board, including one by the
University Liquid Assets Corp
(ULAC), asking for a $5,000 loan to
cover guarantees for performers that
will appear at the May 12 ULAC
kegger.
“ Some of the trustees spoke very
strongly against making a loan to
ULAC,"' Berven said, because it
“ woulff imply our endorsement of the
kegger and of anything that might
happen at the kegger.”
Also rejected were two $500 re
quests for charitable donations, one
for an epilepsy dance marathon and
another for a muscular dystrophy
marathon.
“We unanimously agreed that we
should not discriminate for or
against any charitable causes,”
Berven said, adding that the fund
was not sufficient to help all the
charitable groups that might seek
financial assistance.
The March allocations reduced the
bookstore fund to $4,841.62.
Members of-the board of directors
include Berven, senior in chemistry
and h is to ry /p o litic a l science;
Thomas Kirkpatrick, professor of
business administration; Vincent
Wilson, professor of HPER; Claudia
Brunkow, junior in recreation, and
Lud Browman, Missoula county
commissioner.

U M s tu d e n ts h a r a s s e d w h il e
p r e v e n t in g s u ic id e a tte m p t
By LEXIE VERDON
Montana Kalmln Reporter’

released her, she would try to jump
again, Templeman added.
People drove by and started
screaming at them, Templeman
recalled. The two students said they
do not remember how many cars
went by, but only one man stopped to
help.
Reesman said he was "scared
somebody would get out and beat us
up.”
The m oto rist who stopped
originally thought they were as
saulting the woman, Reesman said.
“ The man grabbed me by the arm
and asked what we were doing, but
Hans remained calm and explained
the situation to him,” Reesman said.
Motorists who yelled at the pair in
cluded a couple of "little olcfladies”
who slowed their car, rolled down a
window and told the students to let
the woman go. When their command
went unheeded, they just drove
away, Reesman said.
Templeman said it took about five
minutes for the police to arrive and
traffic was backed up because of the
incident.

Two U niversity of M ontana
students met with hostile reactions
as they struggled to keep a woman
from jumping off the Orange St.
bridge during spring break.
The two students, Hans Templeman, senior in psychology, and
Robert Reesman, sophomore in
sociology, saw the 24-year-old
woman straddling the bridge railing
at 1 a m. on March 21. They stopped
their car on the bridge and ran back
to stop her.
“ Her eyes seemed to be saying
“ help me,” Templeman said
yesterday, “ I just got the impression
she needed to be helped." The
woman was crying, Templeman
added.
Reesman said he reached the
woman first and grabbed her as she
was about to jump. The woman
pulled him with her, but the railing
stopped them from falling, he said.
After the pair pulled the woman
back over the railing and on to the
road, she panicked and started
screaming at them, telling them to let Reesman said the motorists "didn’t
her go, Reesman said.
try to control the situation, but only
The men, who are both members added to the problem.”
of the University of Montana track
“ Maybe people just react that way
squad, were afraid that if they everywhere," Templeman said.

Mortar Board initiates Saturday
Mortar Board, the senior women’s
honorary organization, will initiate
25 new members this Saturday in the
University Center Lounge.

IF YOU REALLY CARE
Applications
for
ALL ASUM
Committees
Student
and
Faculty/Student
Are Available at
The ASUM Office
UC 105
Return Applications
to ASUM
By 5:00, April 12

The organization honors female
students for outstanding scholastic
achievement and service to the
University of Montana.
Emma Lommasson, Mortar Board
advisor, will also be honored for her
service to the Registrar’s office and
to Mortar Board.
For further information call Katie
Kennedy at 243-4956 or Rita
Flanagan at 243-5108.

Center Courses
Basic Drawing
Basic Painting
Ceramics
Woodcarving
Photography (Beg. & Adv.)
Photography Seminar
Sign Up & Brochures at
UC Information Desk
Share, Learn, Explore

25% DISCOUNT
To Students and Faculty
ON MARTIN, GUILD, SUNN,
TAKAMINI AND OVATION PRODUCTS.

200 S. 3rd W.

728-1957

B
i
g
)thinking(
It was designed from the
inside out so there’s plenty
of room for four adults.
And more luggage space
than you think.
Come in fo r a test drive
and get the fu ll sto ry.

©

Civic Is a Honda Trademark.
American Honda Motor Co., Inc.

See what the world
Is coming to at
HONDA CENTER

2900 Reserve St. 543-3153
Missoula, Montana
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Science fair this weekend
By LEXIE VERDON
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Albert Einstein, move over. Here
come your successors.
More than 230 prospective
physicists, chemists, engineers,
mathematicians and other scientists
are gathering this weekend at the
University of Montana for the 21st
annual Montana Science Fair.
Leonard Porter, associate profes
sor of physics and director of the fair,
said students from 70 Montana cities
will be exhibiting their projects at the
Harry Adams Field House.
I The exhibits vary greatly. One
youth is entering study of slime
molds while another is testing the
possibility of determining the ef
ficiency of household detergents by
using radioactive isotopes.
One energetic student from Plains
must have been intrigued with the
paper airplanes of his childhood
because he is submitting a project on
how to build them and why they
work.
One exhibit which no one will fail,
to notice is entitled “The Use of
Garlic as a Pesticide.”
The exhibits will be on display at
the Field House from 6 p.m. until
midnight on Friday and from 8 a.m.
until noon on Saturday.
Over $2,000 in prizes will be
awarded at a luncheon in the
University Center Saturday, Porter
said. The outstanding boy and girl
exhibitors in the high school division
will receive an expense-paid trip to
the International Science and
Engineering Fair in Denver, Colo., in
May.
Students in grades 9 through 12
compete in Division I while seventh
and eighth graders are classed in
Division II.
Several UM departments will
provide activities for the fair entrants
including:

• tours of the computer science
department.
• a science film festival arranged
by David Fountain, assistant profes
sor of geology.
State Rep. Earl Lory, UM professor
emeritus of chemistry and former ac
ting academic vice president, will
speak at the awards luncheon.

Most of the judges will be UM
science professors, along with other
local residents, Porter said.
The Montana Science Fair was
founded at UM by Reuben A.
Diettert, UM professor emeritus of
botany. It is sponsored by UM and
the Missoula Exchange Club, a
member of a national service
organization.

Finalists for UM Academic VP
to be interviewed this month
By RICHARD KAUDY
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Four finalists chosen by the University of Montana Academic Vice
President Search Committee will visit UM this month as part of a final screen
ing process.
The 10-member committee, formed two years ago to find a replacement for
Richard Landini, who resigned the post to become president of Indiana State
University, chose these finalists from a field of more than 100 applicants.
The finalists are: John Van de Wetering, a UM history professor and former
history department chairman; Paige Mulhollan, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at the University of Oklahoma; Arthur MacKihney, dean of
Graduate Studies and professor of psychology and management at Wright
State University in Dayton, Ohio, and Conny Nelson, assistant vi.ce president
for academic affairs and professor of English at the University of Nebraska.
Nelson is scheduled to visit UM April 11-13; Mulhollan—April 14-16 and
MacKinney—April 18-20. Van de Wetering will be interviewed April 22 and 23.
All will tour the campus and meet with students, faculty members and ad
ministrators.
According to committee member Richard Solberg, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, these finalists were chosen because of their administrative
and teaching experience and academic and research records.
The committee, which recommends candidates to UM President Richard
Bowers for the final selection, has “ no particular" deadline by which to make a
recommendation, Solberg said.
Committee member Kermit Hummel, senior in philosophy, said the com
mittee will try to make a recommendation "before the applicants take a job
elsewhere.”
Last spring the committee chose a successor for Landini's position but he
took a job at another university.
To avoid a similar situation, the committee “ hopes to have a decision by the
end of this quarter," Solberg said.

• a chemistry display by Richard
Field, associate professor of chemis
try and Ed Keller, chemistry lecturer.

SOPHOMORES
JUNIORS AND SENIORS
Representatives of the U. S. Navy will be at the
UM April 8 and 9 offering information on officer
positions in the follow ing fields:
SOPHOMORES: Guaranteed flight training as a
Naval Flight Officer or Aviator upon graduation:
any major but should have math/physics apti
tude. Nuclear Power NROTC Scholarship: com
bination of 1 year or more of calculus/physics
with good academic standing.
JUNIORS: $500/month during your senior year
if selected for either post graduate level nuclear
power training or instructor duty at Navy Nu
clear Power School Orlando, FLA. Requires
engineering major or strong math/physics
background.
SENIORS/GRADUATE STUDENTS: Openings
in nuclear engineering—training as reactor
supervisor for EE, ME, physics or math majors.
Instructor option also available.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: Requires degree in Civil
or Architectural Engineering.
OTHER: Positions available in aviation and
business management, law, nursing and cryp
tology.

Navy representatives will be available for inter
views in the Placement Center or for additional
information in the Student Center from 9 AM to
3 PM.

• a tour of a herpetofauna (snakes
and lizards for those not well-versed
in the scientific lingo) exhibit
arranged.by Royal Brunson, profes
sor of zoology.

Astrology (Beg. & Adv.)
Bridge
Creative Writing
Puppetry
Reading Poetry
Psycho-Active Drugs

Georgia Straight.

Sure there are dishonest men in
local government. But there are
d is h o n e s t men in n a tio n a l
government too.
Richard M. Nixon

All positions are as commissioned officers in the
United States Navy and offer excellent pay,
travel and educational benefits.

• a map display dealing with Mis
soula valley ecosystems by John
Crowley, professor of geography.

Center Courses

American Roulette: Put one bullet
in, spin the barrel, hold it to your
head, pull the trigger six times.

SPRING SPECIAL
Yogurt
From

Sign Up & Brochures at
UC Information Desk
Share, Learn, Explore

WOULD YOU GAMBLE $10.00
to MAKE $200.00 to $300.00
A WEEK?
Work 1-4 hours a day 4 days a week

UNBELIEVABLE? NO!
By w orking in your own hom e or
office at your own pace you can make
up to $300.00 a week. I know because
I'm doing it. And so can you! If you
wish to invest $10.00 I will send you
your starter kit and com plete infor
mation. Try it for 15 days, and if you
are not surprised and satisfied with
the results, simply return the kit for a
full refund. There is no obligation, no
salesman will call. The investments
are limited so hurry, offer good this
week only. Send cash, check, or
money order to:
M A IL O RDER P R O D U C TIO N
PER SO NN EL D IV ISIO N
P.O. BOX 3382
MISSOU LA. M O N TA N A 59801

Featured
At

Meadow
Gold

Freddy’s Feed And Read
FREE SAMPLES

FRIDAY APRIL 9
FRIDAY APRIL 16

(Prices Effective April 5 - April 17)
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— classified ads
1. LOST OR FOUND
LOST: 3-tone tan jacket near UC. Reward. 243-4181.
Liz.
78-4
FOUND: KEYS, corner of Arthur and Connell. Claim
at J206A. Kalmln Business Office.
. 78-4
FOUND: silver WATCH. Found: Women’s Center,
end of W inter qtc. Call 728-1546 evenings/mornings.________________
78-4
LOST: KEY ring with many keys. Very important. If
you have information call 2498..
77-4
LOST: Red "Rainier Truckin' Corps” Pack.
Thursday. March 18, of final week in ART ANNEX.
GLASSES in yellow case NEEDED. 543-3428.
75-4
LOST: Gold, lady’s Bulova watch, lost between UC
and LA bldg. Sentimental value! Please call 2434293, 6-5 or 728-8712, evenings.___________ 75-4
FOUND: Bob Durkin, your checkbook is in the
Kaimin Business Office. J206.____________75-4
2. PERSONALS
BAZAAR, LUNGHEON, and style show — University
Congregational Church April 10, from 10 to 2.405
University Ave., Msla. --________________ 78-2
BACKPACKERS. X -CO UNTRY
SKIERS.
ATHLETES IN ALL SPORTS and students who
care about their health, help has arrived- “ NeoLife” the 100% natural health care products that
can bring you the best science has to offer today,
from food-supplem ents to vitam ins and
cosmetics. Call 721-2784 or 549-2818 for an
appointment and details on this fabulous, totally
guaranteed product line.________________ 78-2
DO YOU enjoy sports and like to write? See the
Kaimin Sports Editor. We need your skills.
______________________________________ 78-4
BEFORE YOU take a hike, walk over to Helen St. for
the New Complete Walker, Backpacking
Equipment: A Consumer's Guide, Backpacking:
One Step At A Time. Freddy's. 1221 Helen. 7289964.________________________________ 78-2
$.150 SCHOLARSHIP FOR WOMEN! Awarded by
AAUW to Jr. or Sr. women, available: WRC at
U.C. Deadline: April 12.
77-2
APPLICATIONS FOR all ASUM Comrpittees are
available now in U.C. 105. Deadline for applying is
5 p.m. April 12, -________
, , . 77-3
MISSILE BOONDOGGLE and your future health.
Lecture and slide show starring Dr. E. W. Pfeiffer
April 13, Tues.,8p.m. UC Lounge. FREE.
.77-4
The LAST DAY to RETURN SPRING QUARTER
BOOKS to the Associated Students Store is
APRIL 12.____________
77-4
PAST SEARCHERS and friends — Multi-media
show Thurs. 7:30 at Newman Center.______77-2
ASUM, ATO, Miller Brewing, sponsor a Dance
Marathon for the Epilepsy Foundation\ this
weekend April 9,10,11 — Men’s Gym — dancers
wanted. Call 728-9607. $750 scholarship prize!
77-3
COME WATCH the Dancers, Listen to live music and
support the Fundraising Marathon for the
Epilepsy Foundation of America. — This weekend
■ — Men's Gym! _______________
77-3
CAN YOU DANCE FOR 52 HRS.?
77-3
FROSTLINE KITS for sleeping bags, tents, vests and
backpacking gear, save you money. BUY THEM
AT Bernina Sewing Cfenter, 148 So. Ave. W.. 549. 2811. ‘ '
.
__
'
76-34
TURKEY: I want The Image Makers back. Laura
Coon 728-9812._______________________ 76-3
MISSOULA CRISIS center 543-8277._______76-34
CATCH THOSE ERRORS!—Gain Valuable copy
editing experience working for the Montana
Kaimin. Apply at the Kaimin office.- J-206. 75-4

WOMEN’S PLACE health education/counseling.
abortion, b irth co n tro l, pregnancy. V.D.
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 p.m. 1130
West Broadway 543-7606.________________ 5-0
WOMEN PLACE invites women interested in getting
involved with women's health care counseling/education to call 543-7606 for information and
attend a training session. April 24, 10 p.m. at
YWCA.___________________
77-11
ORGANIC GARDENING CENTER COURSE. Wed .
7 p.m., LA233. begins April 6. Sign up UC
Information Desk.
________
75-5
4. HELP WANTED
WORK STUDY student. Experience In basic clerical
skills, above average typing; job also available
summer. Alumni Center. 243-5211.________78-2
BARTENDER NEEDED at downtown bar three or
four days per week. Call 728-9864 between 6-7
p.m.__________________ ;_________
78-1
YOUNG MAN Student wanted to help retarded boy.
Call 543-6412.____________________
77-2
EARN $250.00 per thousand stuffing-addressing
envelopes at home. Information: Send $1.00 plus
stamped, addressed envelope to Heskey
Associates. Box 821CJ, Covington. Kentucky
41012._____________
77-3
BIG. BUSY University family would like experienced
person to help parttime with house and supper.
Call 543-5359 between 6 and 7 p.m. (Be our glue
hold things together, have fun.)__________ 75-6
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! Work at
home—no experience necessary—excellent pay.
Write American Services, 1401 Wilson Blvd., Suite
101, Arlington. Va. 22209. ______
59-23
6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
YOU CANT lose, everything needed to start
aquarium, terrarium business. Materials and tools,
great for someone creative. Must move. Selling
below cost. $4,500. Call after 9 p.m.- or before
12 a.m. 728-3477,______________________ 76-4
OVERSEAS JOBS. Asia, Australia, Africa. Europe,
South America. All occupations. $600-$2,500.
Invaluable experiences. Details 254. International
Employment Research, Box 3893 D3, Seattle. WA
98124._______ ;______________________ 75-12
7. SERVICES
TAP DANCE lessons: Gail Grasdal. Beginners: 10
a.m. Saturday. April 10. 136 E. Broadway. For
more information 549-7592.______________76-4
FOREIGN CAR repair. Professional work at
reasonable rates. All makes. 549-3880. Behind
Skate Haven.__________________________76-4
DOES YOUR vehicle have the winter blues? Have it
repaired for summer trips. “The Greasy Thumb.”
629 W. Alder in rear o r 549-6673._________ 76-4
ARE YOU LEAVING MISSOULA? Plan now to sell
your home through Multiple Listing. Sandra 7286202 after 6:00 p.m. __________ ;_______ 75-8
. 8. TYPING
__________________________
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE: Reports — Thesis.
542-2435.
77-33
EXPERT TYPING. Thesis, papers. 728-1638. 76-34
TYPING, ACCURATE—thesis experience. 54371-41
-6835.__________

INTERPERSONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
TRAINING
An effective program designed
to enable you to respond
comfortably and effectively in
interpersonal situations.
Supervised by Clinic Staff
Clinical Psychology Center
Department of Psychology
FREE OF CHARGE
Interested? Call 243-4523
weekdays 9-5.

9. TRANSPORTATION________
. .
NEED RIDE to BAY AREA (OR OREGON. E.
IDAHO). Prefer to leave April 10. 11, at least by
April 15. 243-5386 evenings._____________ 78-4
TAKE ME TO THE KING — Carl XVI Gustaf (Kansas
or Denver). Mark 543-5068. Leaving April 14. 15.
______________
- ■________ 78-4
RIDE NEEDED to Colorado for Easter. Boulder area.
Call 728-1924 after 5.___________________ 76-4
RIDE NEEDED to anywhere in MINNESOTA
(preferably MPLS.-area), for dog. owner,
baggage. Anytime around this Easter (April 18).'
Pay is negotiable. No return trip is necessary! 5495658, evenings.________________________ 75-5
11. FOR SALE
'64 MGB, good condition. 728-6598.________ 78-3
SIOUX-CHEYENNE tipis 19 ft. diameter, 10 oz.
treated canvas, triple stitched seams. Cover. $230.
Will sell uncut canvas. Contact 589-7540, 211 N.
Wallace. Bozeman 59715, before May._____ 78-2
BSR 810 TURNTABLE: $150, or best offer.
Dustcover. and Pickering cartridge included. 5422061.________________________________ 78-4
HONDA 400-four, brand new tires. 57/mpg. Exclt.
condition. Must sacrifice $1050. Call 243-4275.
________________ ,_____________________ 7IM

COUCH $10. will haul 721-1383,_________ '• 78-1
VENTURA BASS guitar, excellent condition, $100.
Fender Bassman amp & speaker box $200. 5491706.__________ ____________ ‘_________76-3
’67 OPEL station wagon, engine needs some work.
$300. 549-0543,
76-3
BANJO KITS. Write for free catalog. StewartMacDonald Mfg . Box 900 AW, Athens, Ohio
45701.______ ______ , ■ ■______
75-8
MARVEL'S BOOK SHOP. Having trouble finding
books on Astrology? Call 258-6224 or come
out—125 Hellgate.____________________ 71-21
13. BICYCLES
23'/j" RALEIGH SUPER course. Excellent condition,
some Campy. Wienmann, CL crank. $225. 7284377.__________
76-3
16. WANTED TO RENT
FACULTY FAMILY desires furnished 3 bedroom
home for summer months. Lease expiring on
present sabbatical accommodations. Phone 5436275.________________
75-5
17. FOR RENT_____________.

______

TWO STORY house. Three bedrooms. $225per/mo.
plus utilities. See at 200'/2 Edith. Call 728-2789.
___________________________
77-3

1 ROOM APT.: w/cooking facilities. $50/mo. No util.
or deposit. 728-1586 around 6 p.m._______ 77.3
2 ROOM APT. for rent across from Jesse Hall. 7286575._______ ____________________ ’
76-4
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED________________
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $90/mo.. utilities
paid. Phone 543-4764,
77-4
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share large house on
north side. $75. Option to rent entire house for
summer. 728-3340.
76-4
20. MISCELLANEOUS_________________ .
THOSE HUGE organic Delicious apples are back for
a limited time only at Freddy's Feed & Read. 1221
Helen. 728-9964._____________________ 76-2
CONTRACT PIE THROWING FOR EPILEPSY$2.00
per pie. Ticket table in U.C. and food ser
vice. Sponsored by SAE and KKG. Wednesday
and Thursday. All day.
77-2
PERIODICALS? WE'VE got Missoula's most
complete selection of progressive magazines
including Monthly Review. Science For the
People, RT, People's World, Radical America,
New China. Guardian, and rhore. We're also
Missoula's sole source for the Village Voice.
Freddy's. 1221 Helen. 728-9964.__________ 78-2

Cadets accused o f cheating on take-hom e
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) — An un
disclosed number of West Point
cadets were accused yesterday of
cheating on a take-home exam, in
what could be the second-worst
scandal in U.S. Military Academy
history.
Cheating is a violation of the
academy’s honor code. The code,
which the students have traditionally
lived by, says cadets will not lie,
cheat, steal, or tolerate those who do.
Col. Hal Rhyne, deputy com
mandant of the school, said the
number of cadets ordered to go
before the school’s honor board will
be disclosed when all the accused
have been notified.
Some of the students who are
suspected are on a recruiting trip for
the academy and will be questioned
when they return.
The cadets are accused of
collaborating on a two-part take-

home elebtrical engineering exam.
The first part was handed out in the
beginning of March and the second
part distributed after the first was
turned March 17 and 18.
The first part consisted of an essay
and 10 computations. The answers
were similar enough to make the
instructors suspect collaboration.
An Army spokesman said about
100 cadets, in a class of more than
800, could be involved in the
collaboration.
The academy’s biggest scandal
was in 1951 when 37 football players
and 53 other cadets resigned after
they were caught exchanging exam
answers in an organized cheating
schemeCadet William Andersen, chairman
of the Honor Committee,. said he
doesn’t think the honor code was
jeopardized by the scandal.

FREE

Women on campus who are not aware of a *
revious Rubella test, infection or Immuni- .
ation. be certain of your immunity. Help |
ght birth defects. Rubella also known as
German Measles & 3-day measles.
I

Do you know what the country
needs today? A seven-cent nickle. . . .If it works out, next year we
could have an eight cent nickle. . . .You co u ld go to the
newstand, buy a three-cent
newspaper and get the same nickle
back again. One nickle carefully
used would last a family a lifetime.
Groucho Marx

LAST DAY
TO RETURN

RUBELLA
SCREENING CLINIC'
8-10 AM Mon. thru Fri. <
April 5-9 and 12-16
<
STUDENT HEALTH (
SERVICE

"When you see a situation that may
have happened here, it doesn’t mean
the honor code is not working," he
said. "It means the honor code is
working.”
The current enrollment at the
academy is 3,985, of whom 885 are
juniors.
A spokesman for West Point said
the number of cadets who resign for
Honor Code violations range
between .5 per cent and 1.5 per cent
annually.

BOOKS BOUGHT
SPRING QUARTER IS
APRIL 12th

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ENHANCE
YOUR FUTURE WITH A
COMMISSION UPON GRADUATION.
I CAN SHOW YOU HOW.

CALL ME, MAJOR BILL HOLTON
243-2681/4191, MEN’S GYM RM 102

